Trifold Leather Mens Wallet Design RFID Blocking Front Pocket
Wallet Review-2021

COMPACT & STUNNING â€“ Our trifold leather wallet has a compact design and has a stunning
look. It shines with your personality and provides a rich premium feel of leather. This leather wallet is
slim and compact, yet it has an impressive storage. 9 credit cards, 2 ID card holders and 2 currency
bills compartments.It only measures 3.5 x 4.35 x 0.75 inches. A true minimalist slim wallet that
exhibits the excellence of craftsmanship and design.
RFID BLOCKING â€“ Our purpose is not just to store your cards and valuables in one place but we
are keen on keeping it safe too. We are committed to protecting your important information and
valuables at all times and therefore, all our wallets come with cutting edge RFID Blocking
technology. This technology prevents unauthorised scans of your cards and helps protect your
personal and financial information. Our wallet is tested specifically for 13.56 MHz RFID / NFC
Standard.
PERFECT GIFT â€“ Our small leather wallets provide a rich feel and elegant look. It resonates with
your personality and fashion. Available in multiple colors to match your dress and style. Itâ€™s the
best partner for work, movies, outings, travel & more. The best gift to your friends, family & dear
ones for all festivals & occasions like Valentineâ€™s Day, Christmas, New Year etc & comes in an
attractive box packing
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE â€“ At Clifton Heritage, we appreciate you choosing us and we
highly value our customers. Your satisfaction is our top priority. We offer a 100% money back
guarantee or replacement in case of any dissatisfaction or manufacturing defects. Please do reach
out to us and our customer service team will help you with refund or replacement, whichever you
prefer. This is applicable only when you buy form our CLIFTON HERITAGE store.
1 Year Warranty & Refund/Replacement â€“Our warranty covers product manufacturing defects &
delivery damages, we provide full refund or free product replacement. We have always aimed and
targeted to achieve 100% Customer Satisfaction and therefore our wallets do not disappoint.
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